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The music technology minor at Stonehill College launched in Fall 2016. So far three
students have enrolled in the minor, and the music technology classes fill very quickly.
One of my goals is not only to expand the number of students in the minor, but to also
increase the tools available for students to make music using technology. 

To this end, I would like to procure DJ and DAW controllers for use in Introduction to
Music Technology (VPM 186). DJ controllers would allow students to create music
using a free program called Virtual DJ (www.virtualdj.com). Furthermore, this will allow
students to create music in a similar manner to that used by Hip-Hop artists, which will
not only expand their skill set, but also their cultural perspective. Music created using
Virtual DJ can be incorporated with Logic Pro, which is the primary program used in the
course. While the Behringer CMD Studio 2a DJ Controller is an entry level product, it is
well reviewed, and works decently with VirtualDJ.

The six Hosa Stereo cables included in the grant proposal are for use with the DJ
Controllers. This can allow students to take the audio output from a DJ Controller, and
plug it into the audio in of one of our audio interfaces, so that sound can performed and
recorded live from VirtualDJ into Logic Pro.

A DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) Controller allows the user to control parameters of
an audio recording / editing / mixing program via physical knobs and sliders, as
opposed to having to click on a screen using a mouse. This permits students to fine
tune multiple settings in a mix in real time. Many also consider such controllers as a
more intuitive way to work. The Korg Nanokontrol2 is an entry level product in this
arena, it is well reviewed, and it works well with Apple’s Logic Pro (the primary piece of
software used in the course).

These two tools will allow students a different methodology and approach to creating
music using technology. While this grant is being written to benefit Introduction to
Music Technology (VPM 186), these tools will also enhance our other music
technology courses (Sound Recording Techniques and Scoring for Video). Finally,
these tools can also be used in live performance, and can help steer our music
technology program from a studio oriented discipline to an approach that can
encompass live performance in addition to studio production.
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These tools will benefit students in the Stonehill’s fledgling music technology program.
Furthermore, the music technology courses are currently taken by a variety of students
from across the College. The fact that there is no pre-requisite to Introduction to Music
Technology (VPM 186) allows students from any academic program to take the course
as a free elective.

Music technology classes are an effective way to engage students through a creative
discipline. While the overwhelming majority of people love music, only 20% of high
school students tend to be involved with music through traditional music offerings
(Band, Choir, and Orchestra). This small participation rate is often due to a lack of
traditional musical skills (most notably being able to read music), and / or a lack of
interest in classically oriented music. Music technology often bypasses traditional
music making skillsets, and enables students to make music similar to popular music
stylings of nearly any sort. The non-traditional means and methodology tied with a
music making environment where students can use virtually any musical style to
express their ideas makes music technology a great tool for reaching students whose
passions and interests are often overlooked by traditional music programs.

Every semester the music technology program has a showcase of student work in the
format of a public concert. While this concert usually features recordings of student
work, there are occasional live performances featured. Furthermore, every semester I
pick the best student work, and I make it available (with the students’ permission) to
faculty and students in other courses at Stonehill that are involved in the creation of
various media (video / podcasts). Several student videos have featured music created
by students in music technology courses. Furthermore, the first “On the Hill” podcast
features music created by a student from Introduction to Music Technology.

6 Behringer CMD Studio 2A DJ Controllers $99.99 / each $599.94
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/pro-audio/behringer-cmd-studio-2a-dj-controller
5 Korg Nanokontroll2 USB Control Surfaces White $59.99 / each $299.95
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/keyboards-midi/korg-nanokontrol2-usb-control-surface
6 Hosa Stereo Interconnect – Dual ¼ in TS to RCA 2 m $6.95 / each $41.70
http://www.musiciansfriend.com/accessories/hosa-stereo-interconnect--dual-1-4-in.-ts-
to-rca
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